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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE

Towards the end of the fourteenth century the noble

family of Lana de Terzi emigrated from Bergamo and

settled in the city of Brescia. Here, in a house of the

Via Marsala, which is still in existence, there was born

on December lo, 163 1, to Count Gherardo Lana

de Terzi and his wife, the Countess Bianca, nee

Martinengo, a son, Deodato Francesco Gioseffo, who
was destined to make his name imperishable in the

history of aerial navigation.

Francesco Lana's school days were spent at the

Jesuit College of San Antonio; on November 11, 1647,

he was received as a novice into the Society of Jesus in

Rome. But like his illustrious contemporary, Blaise

Pascal, whom he must have resembled physically no

less than mentally, his mind was bent rather to the

elucidation of the m3'steries of science than to those of

theology, and thenceforward we accordingly find him

solely engaged in scientific research, although he re-
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mained a pious member of the Jesuit Society until the

end of his days. Indeed, his vows of poverty alone

prevented him from carrying out many scientific experi-

ments at a later day, and we shall hear his complaint

that these very vows of poverty forbade him the ex-

penditure of loo ducats to build a model of his aerial

ship.

From the year 1654 until 1657 Lana taught in the

Grammar School at Terni, and here he made his solitary

excursion into lelles lettres—^a drama published in 1656

under the title " La rappresentazione di San Valentino,

martire e Prottetore di Terni, con la coronazione di

Tacito, Floriano, Ternani, Imperatori Romani." From

this time onward he entirely devoted himself to his

scientific researches and held no further appointment,

save during the years 1677 to 1679, when he taught as

Professor of Mathematics at Ferrara. Settling down

At Brescia in 1680, Lana spent his remaining years in

the preparation of his scientific works, and in this city

h& died on February 22, 1687. In the records of the

Society of Jesus his death called forth the following

appreciation :

'

' Vir plane religiosus et doctus ut ex

ejus libris tum pietate tum eruditione plenissimus patet;

praesertim vero in mathematicis disciplinis eximius.''

The closing years of his life, clouded though they

were with continuous illness, were well filled with

scientific activity. In this period Lana founded the
" Academia Brixiensis Philo-Exoticorum Naturae et

Artis "—otherwise the Scientific Society of Brescia—of

which he became President. Under his guidance this

Society issued a series of interesting and valuable

monthly reports.
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Francesco Lana's scientific activity was enormous;

his study of aerial navigation, indeed, forms but the

merest fraction of his researches in almost every branch

of science. He lived, in fact, in that delightful period

when universality was yet attainable, and a single mind

could still embrace the entire field of science in all its

manifold aspects. In pursuing his researches, how-

ever, Lana's particularly honest mind came into con-

stant opposition with the mass of unreliable informa-

tion on which so-called scientific theories were then

based, no less than with the total absence of proof of

many phenomena which were successively accepted as

true by one experimenter after another. He conceived,

therefore, the project of re-writing the whole of science,

but based now on actual experiment and incontroverti-

ble proof. Of this immense work, written in Latin,

and embracing the whole of scientific knowledge then

available, only two volumes appeared during Lana's

lifetime, under the title Magisterium Naturae et Artis,

the first in 1684, the second in 1686. The third volume

was not issued until 1692.

But some years earlier Lana had already published,

in Italian, a shorter scientific treatise forming, as it

were, a preliminary sketch of his great work. This

book appeared in Brescia in 1670, entitled Prodrotno

overo Saggio di alcune inventionc nuove premesso all'arte

maestro, and contained in its 5th and 6th chapters—here

reprinted in an English translation—^the famous treatise

on the Aerial Ship.

In the Magisterium the substance of these two chap-

ters is incorporated under the heading Artificium XLVI.
in the 6th Book of the second volume, and, save for a
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single passage (given in the footnote, p. 14), contains-

no additional matter.

Of the " Aerial Ship " itself little need be said : im-

pelled by the novelty and seeming impossibility of the

subject no less than by his wonted passion for accuracy,.

Lana enters into every detail with what may seem un-

necessary particularity at the present time. The origin,

of his project may, no doubt, be traced back to the,

discovery of atmospheric pressure by Torricelli, the

barometrical researches of Pascal in France, and the

experiments relating to the vacuum pursued In Germany

by Otto von Guericke. Essentially, however, his in-

vention is wholly and entirely original. Lana deserves

the sole credit of discovering the principles of aero-

station : owing to the practical difficulties of his inven-

tion, these principles were not, however, applied in,

practice until the end of the i8th century, when the

investigation of the properties of gases provided a

substitute for Lana's vacuum.

The only serious objection to Lana's proposed ship

—the impossibility of building hollow globes of sufficient

size and lightness and yet capable of withstanding"

atmospheric pressure when exhausted of air—would na

doubt have been readily acknowledged by the inventor

himself had he been granted the desired opportunity of

making a practical experiment. The germ of his idea

of a metal globe for navigating the air may be found

in Albertus de Saxonia (1350) and Roger Bacon (11294),

and its • fulfilment, through Dom Gauthey, Marey

Monge, and Schwartz, in Zeppelin.* The discovery of

* Dom Gauthey proposed in 1783 to construct a balloon of copper, and
to fill it with hydrogen by means of an internal bag of flexible material,
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hydrogen gas, however, has rendered the "vacuum
airship " unnecessary, however alluring a vision it may
remain until even the present day.

Of the subsequent history of Lana's project but few

details are deserving of mention. Two years after the

appearance of the " Aerial Ship," J. H. Sturm published

a Latin translation at Altdorf. This Latin translation

was re-published, under the guise of an original work,

by P. Lohmeier, at Rinteln, in 1676—an impudent

piracy whose dishonesty has not, unfortunately, always

been recognised. A picture published at Barcelona in

1678 also shows Lana's airship.

which should serve to separate the gas introduced from above from the air
as it was expelled below. But no one put the suggestion in practice, not-
withstanding that M. Guyton de Morveau had recommended its trial,

and that in 1837 Sir G. Cayley had expressed his belief that when gas
vessels come to be used as permanent vehicles they will be made of
'

' thin metallic sheets, kept firm by condensation with separate light bags
of gas within" [vide " Aeronautics," Dec, 1909, p. 143. Footnote], lill in

1843 M. Marey Monge undertook to make the experiment. And a mag-
nificent experiment it was—costing its projector, single-handed, forsheer
love of science, as he relates, the sum of 25,000 francs and 75 cents ! In the
notices which appeared in England of this machine it is spoken of as being
ofcopper; it was, however, made of brass. . . . M. Monge states in
undertaking this experiment he wished to ascertain whether the metal,
being completely inalterable by the air and impermeable by the gas,
would, when sufficiently thin, answer the purpose of the envelope for
afl aerial gas-vessel. In considering what metal he should select . . .

he was apparently led to prefer the alloy with zinc to the pure copper,
by the fact that thin brass plates were to be obtained from Prussia of a
larger size, and with equal thinness, of better quality and of lower price,
than were then made in Paris of eitiier cuivre rouge or of laiton. Accord-
ingly, he went to work with this German brass plate, o'oooi metre (equal
to about '004 inch) in thickness, and weighing o'795 kilogrammes per
square mitre (equivalent to i'465 pounds avoirdupois per square yard)

;

built him of it a hollow sphere 10 mitres {33 feet nearly) in diameter
;

lined it with two thicknesses of tissue-paper, glued surface to surface,
and varnished with oil, and prepared to mount heavenward. (Mansfield,
" Aerial Navigation," pp. 106-107.) The sphere leaked, however, could
only be filled three-quarters full, and never moved. It ignominiously
ended in the melting-pot.

The Schwartz aluminium airship is sufficiently modern (1897) to be
recollected by most. Reference can be made to Valentine and
Tomlinson's " Travels in Space," and the ASronautical Journal,
January, 1898.

—

Eds.
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For the present edition—^the first English translation

—^thanks are due in the first place to Dr. B. Wilhelm of

Feldkirch, whose researches into the circumstances of

the pioneers of aerial navigation, and of Lana in par-

ticular, have once and for all placed the entire subject

on a sound basis and elucidated many obscure points.

The greater part of what is known of Lana's history is

due to Dr. Wilhelm 's excellent work. Acknowledg-

ment is also due to the valuable services of G. P.

Deverall Saul, Esq., in connection with the translation

from the original Italian.



THE AERIAL SHIP

I.

Showing in what manner it is possible to construct birds,

which, of their own accord, can fly in the air.

CELEBRATED amongst writers was the pigeon,

constructed by an ancient philosopher and

mathematician named Archytas in such a

manner that it sustained itself of its own
accord and flew through the air. No writers have left

us, however, any detailed account of the manner in

which were arranged the different parts of the machine,

whereby, although heavier in itself than air, it not

only did not fall, but was enabled to fly. Some
have thought that the pigeon of Archytas did not

represent any different methods of construction than

those by which Gio. Battista Porta in his " Magia

Naturalis " instructs his readers how to make a dragon

and to fly it in the air propelled by the wind, its move-

ments being controlled by a cord—a thing nowadays

well known, even by the children, but regarded in the

time of Archytas as a new invention and, therefore,

looked upon as a marvel. I should have been loth to

believe it as true, had it not been for the writings of

Aulus Gellius in the tenth book of his Attic Nights,
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in which, citing the philosopher Favorinus in reference

to this mechanical pigeon, he says :
" Ita erat [scilicet]

libramentis suspensum, aura spiritus inclusa atque

occulta concitum."* What manner of flying bird

could this have been, which was not outwardly pro-

pelled by the wind, but, rather, remained stable in the

air by means of the force enclosed within it?

In like manner Adrianus Romanus recounts that

Regiomontanus, the famous astronomer and mathe-

matician, constructed an eagle which flew to meet

Charles the Fifth on his solemn entry into the city of

Norimberg, and, accompanying this monarch, returned

and entered the city with him. Boetius also mentions

certain small birds made with their wings like oars, that

not only flew, but also sang. Glica and Manasse re-

count that other similar birds were in the possession of

the Emperor Leone, and in more modern times we are

told by our P. Famianus Strada that the distinguished

engineer Turrianus made certain small birds fly in the

halls of Charles the Fifth during the seclusion of his

latter days after he had given up the reins of govern-

ment into the hands of his son Philip.

Seeing that no one has handed down to posterity so

ingenious and useful an art, it has seemed to me to be

my duty to satisfy the curiosity of those versed in the

art of mechanics by showing in what manner it is possi-

ble to imitate similar birds, which, I believe, may be

done in several ways :

—

Firstly : It can be done by means of small bellows

* '

' Thus it was suspended by balancing weights and put in motion by
the mysterious breath of the spirit hidden within." This passage can-
not be translated intelligibly, and seems to have been obscurely framed
by the writer with the intention of concealing his ignorance.

—

Eds.
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actuated by toothed wheels. Having first constructed

an eagle, pigeon, or other similar bird of the very

lightest possible materials and making the wings of

feathers or of other materials suitable to hold the wind,

connect the same to the body of the pigeon in such a

manner that they can be easily moved or flapped. Then

in the body of the bird fit several toothed wheels which

could be actuated by a spring mechanism such as is

used for clocks; these wheels, in rotating, will elevate

or depress two small bellows connected to the last

w^heel, which rotates the quickest, in such manner that

whilst one is raised the other is depressed, which action

is not difficult of accomplishment by those who under-

stand the method by which similar wheels actuate the

works or escapement of a clock. The wind from the

bellows will be made to issue from two small tubes

situated under the wings in the sides of the pigeon in

such fashion that, striking against these wings, it will

move at a certain speed, so that by beating and, in

consequence, resisting the air, they will rise and give

the machine the power of flight, which will last so long

as the motion of the wheels and of the bellows continues.

And this method seems to conform to that referred to

by Aulus Gellius.

The second method is similar to the preceding one

and consists in having a similar train of wheels, but

instead of their moving the bellows, the escapement of

the clockwork directly works the wings imparting a

movement proportionate to the gravity of the machine,

which is sufficient to lift it in the air and make it fly.

Thirdly : It would be feasible to condense air at

a great pressure in a vessel or closed receptacle of

B
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glass placed within the body of the pigeon, so that by

opening the receptacle with a tap and allowing the air

to escape through two small tubes to the underside of

the wings its impetuous rush would lift the wings; but

this action would be only of short duration and would

very soon die away.

Fourthly and finally : It would be possible to raise a

bird in the air in the same way as an egg-shell rises

when filled with distilled dews and exposed to the hot

rays of the sun, so that if a closed egg or bladder fiilled

with a most volatile liquid were placed in the body of

the bird, it could be easily rarefied by the heat of the

sun and rise into the air.*

The above is, in these matters, as much as I purpose

to indicate in order to show to other ingenious minds

how they may perfect these inventions and discover

others of a similar nature, and also to pave the way for

the description of a yet more marvellous invention of

mine, and that is

* This passage contains the germ of the hot-air balloon. For the
egg-shell idea Lana is indebted to Lauretus Laurus (1650).

—

Eds.
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II.

To construct a vessel that will float on the air propelled by

oars and by sails, which may assuredly be done in practice.

THE preceding inventions did not exhaust the

ardour or the curiosity of the human intellect,

but have, rather, spurred it to seek how men

could, after the fashion of the birds, also fly in

the air; and it may not, after all, have been a myth

what is related about Daedalus and Icarus, because

it is stated as a fact that a certain person, whose

name I cannot recall, has, in our time, and with a

similar contrivance, flown across from one side to

the other of the Lake of Perugia, although, when
wishing to alight on the shore, he allowed himself to

fall with so much rapidity that it cost him his life.* No
one has, however, deemed it possible so to construct a

vessel that it would travel on the air as if it were sup-

ported on water, insomuch that it has not been thought

practicable to make a machine lighter than the air itself,

which it is necessary first to do in order to accomplish

the desired end.

Now I, who always had a bent for working out

the most difficult inventions, after a long study over

* Giovanni Battista Danti (XV. Cent.). Other accounts say he fell on
a church roof and broke his leg. Vide " Aeron. Jour.," 1909, p. 91;
Chanute, "Progress in Flying Machines "; Tissandier, "La Navigation
Aerienne."

—

Eds.
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this, believe I have found the manner of making a

machine lighter in itself than air, so that not only will

it float on the air by its own lightness, but that it may

also carry men and any other required weights; nor do

I think it possible that I can be deceived, the whole

thing being proven by tried experiment, while it can

also be demonstrated as infallible from the nth Book

of Euclid, which is accepted by all mathematicians. I

will therefore start by first making certain suppositions

from which I will deduce the practical method of con-

structing the vessel, which if it does not deserve as did

that one of Argus to be placed amongst the stars, yet

will at least ascend upwards to them by its own efforts.

I will, first of all, presuppose that air has weight owing

to the vapours and halations which ascend from the

earth and seas to a height of many miles and surround

the whole of our terraqueous globe; and this fact will

not be denied by philosophers, even by those who may
have but a superficial knowledge, because it can be

proven by exhausting, if not all, at any rate the

greater part of the air contained in a glass vessel,

which, if weighed before and after the air has been

exhausted, will be found materially reduced in weight.

Then I found out how much the air in itself weighed in

the following manner. I procured a large vessel of

glass, whose neck could be closed or opened by means

of a tap, and holding it open I warmed it over a fire so

that the air inside it becoming rarefied, the major part

was forced out; then quickly shutting the tap to pre-

vent the re-entry, I weighed it; which done, I plunged

its neck in water, resting the whole of the vessel on the

surface of the water, then on opening the tap the water
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rose in the vessel and filled the greater part of it. I

lifted the neck out of the water, released the water con-

tained in the vessel, and measured and weighed its

quantity and density, by which I inferred that a certain

quantity of air had come out of the vessel equal in bulk

to the quantity of water which had entered to refill the

portion abandoned by the air. I again weighed the

vessel, after I had first of all well dried it free of all

moisture, and found it weighed one ounce more whilst

it was full of air than when it was exhausted of the

greater part, so that what it weighed more was a

quantity of air equal in volume to the water which took

its place. The water weighed 640 ounces, so I con-

cluded that the weight of air compared to that of water

was as I to 640, that is to say, as the water which filled

the vessel weighed 640 ounces, so the air which filled

the same vessel weighed one ounce.*

Secondly : I presuppose that a cubic foot of water,

that is to say, the amount of water that is contained in

a square vessel one foot wide and of the same height

and depth, weighs 80 pounds or 960 ounces, which

agrees with the experiments carried out by Villalpando,

who in nearly all particulars confirms mine; I also found

out that the water weighing 640 ounces was a little

less than two-thirds of a cubic foot; from which it

necessarily follows that if two-thirds of a foot of air

weigh one ounce, a whole foot will weigh one ounce and

a half.

Thirdly : I assume that any large vessel can be en-

tirely exhausted of all, or, at any rate, of nearly all, the

* In the " Magisterium " Lana revises this estimate, and supposes
the density of air to be j^^th of water.

—

Eds.
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air contained therein, which, in my work on the Master

Arts where I will describe them in their proper places,

I will demonstrate can be done by various methods.*

Meanwhile, so that it may not be said that it is only a

vain promise on my part, I will here describe one of

the more easy methods.

Procure any large vessel that is round and has a

neck, and to the neck connect a tube of copper, or of

tin, of at least the length of 47 modern Roman palmi,

conforming to the dimension shown in Fig. III. at the

end of this book after the treatise in telescopes** (see

plate). The longer it is, the more certain will be the

result. Close to the vessel, marked A, fix a small

* In this work, the following description is added of a method of
constructing the globe from wooden laths ;

—

" Finally, I am of opinion that a sphere might be made out of very
light wood such as is used in the manufacture of musical instruments.
For if we examine the wood out of which a mandoline is made,we find that
the back is of the thickness of a knife blade while its other dimensions
constitute a square foot, and the weight is little more than two ounces.
We know by experiment that a cubic foot of air weighs one and a half
ounces ; if, therefore, a sphere can be made ten feet in diameter, which
according to the Archimedian laws on spheres and cylinders has a
superficial area of 314 sq. ft., the total weight of this wooden globe
exclusive of the air within will be 628 ounces. But the air contained
therein will be 523 cubic feet, so that its weight will be very nearly 697
ounces ; therefore the sphere will be lighter than an equal mass of air
and will be able to rise in the air carrying with it a weight of 69 ounces
—the difference between the weight of the wooden globe and that of an
equal volume of air.

'

' Therefore make a perfectly round and solid globe of any kind of
material and of the aforesaid size, and take thin oblong strips of the
said wood and shape them on the outside of the solid globe, fitting them
exactly, so that after they are dry they will retain their circular form.
Each circle should have a breadth of two or three inches and be
fashioned from one unjointed piece of wood. The largest circle should
be made first, then the rest in couples growing gradually smaller, and
finally all must be joined together with very strong glue in the same way
as mandolines and other musical instruments are made. There will then
be a perfect sphere which the strength of the air will be unable to crush
or weaken. And if you are afraid that the air may enter owing to the
porous nature of wood, you can smear the outside with some varnish.'—"Magisterium Naturae et Artis." Brescia: 1686. Tome ii.. Lib. vi.

Art. xlvi.
** In the present edition the plate faces this page.

—

Eds.
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tap B, which will close the vessel in such manner that

no air can enter therein; fill the whole vessel as well as

the tube with water, then close the tube at its extremity

C, and turning the vessel upwards in such manner that

it, the vessel, is uppermost, submerge the lower end of

the tube C in water, and, whilst immersed in the water,

open it, so that the water runs out of the vessel leaving

it quite empty, but the tube remains full up to the height

of 46 palmi 26 minuti, and all above it is empty. Then,

no air being able to re-enter from any part, close the

neck of the vessel by the tap B, and we shall have an

empty vessel, and if anyone doubt it, weigh it and it

will be found that as many cubic feet of water as have

come out of it, so many times one-and-a-half ounces will

it weigh less than it did before when full of air. Which

proof suffices for my purpose, not wishing to dispute

the matter any further here. The same applies to any

kind of vessel of which I will speak in its proper place,

demonstrating that it cannot be a vacuum, but at the

same time showing that there will not be any matter left

that can be of any weight.

Fourthly : Presuming to be correct and infallible the

demonstrations in Book 11 and 12 of Euclid, accepted

by all philosophers and mathematicians and shown to

be true by experiment, in which it is proven, that the

superficial area of globes increases in the proportion of

the square of the diameter, whilst the volume increases

in the proportion of the cube of the same diameter; and

in order that this may be understood by all, it should

be known that the proportions are duplicated when any

three numbers are disposed in such manner that the

third contains as many times the second as the latter
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contains the first, as shown in the following example t

124
I 3 9

I 4 16

where the third number 4 contains the second number 2

as many times as two contains one, that is twice; and

similarly the third number 9 contains the second number

3 as many times as the second contains the firsts that is

thrice, and so on.

It follows that the proportions are trebled when four

numbers are disposed in such manner that the fourth

contains as many times the third as the latter contains

the second, and the third contains as many times the

second as the latter contains the first, as shown in the

next example :

I 3 9 27

I 4 16 64

Euclid thus demonstrates that the superficial area of

globes or spheres increases as the square of the dia-

meter, that is to say, if two globes are measured, one

having its diameter double that of the other, for ex-

ample, one a palmo in diameter, and the other of two
palmi, the surface of the globe of two palmi will be four

times larger than the surface of the other, and the

entire mass or volume of the globe increasing in treble

ratio, will be eight times larger, and, consequently,

eight times heavier than the globe, inasmuch as the

surface of the greater to the surface of the lesser will

be as 4 to i and of the volume as 8 to i. Which truth,

besides the theoretical demonstration, can also be
shown practically by weighing the water contained in

a sphere of one palmo in diameter, and that in one of
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two palmi, which will give us the triplicated ratio of the

surface we can obtain by measuring the surface of the

same spheres or vessels; this, in passing I may re-

mark, gives one an economical rule for saving the cost

of materials if, for example, we should wish to build

wine casks, sacks, or other necessary vessels, inasmuch

as if we build one large cask from the wood required to

build two, that one cask will contain double the quantity

of wine that could be contained by the two casks.

Similarly if the canvas required to make two sacks be

sewn together so as to only make one sack, this one

sack will contain double the quantity of grain that

could have been held by the two sacks.

Fifthly : I suppose, with all the philosophers, that

when a body is lighter or has less density, as they

describe it, than another, the lighter one will ascend

in the heavier one if the heavier is a liquid body. As

is the case of a wooden sphere, which ascends to the

surface of the water and floats there, because it is lighter

in density than the water, so also will a glass vessel full

of air float on the water, notwithstanding that glass in

itself is heavier than water, but all the substance of the

vessel—taking the glass and air together—^is lighter

than an equal volume of water, which fact is owing to

its being, as a whole, lighter in density than water.

Presupposing all these things, it is certain that one

can construct a vessel of glass or other material

which could weigh less than the air contained therein;

if, then, one exhausted all the air in the manner before

described, this vessel would be lighter in density than

the air itself, and, therefore, by our fifth supposition,

it would float on the air and ascend. For example, if
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one could construct a vessel of glass of a size to contain

a cubic foot of water equal to 80 pounds and yet so

light that it weighed less than one ounce and a half,

and if the air was exhausted from it (which by our first

and second suppositions weighs only one ounce and a

half) the vessel would remain lighter than air itself and

would ascend in it, sustained therein by its own light-

ness. This vessel, capable of containing one cubic

foot of water, yet so light that it only weighs less than

one ounce and a half, cannot be made in glass or other

material and yet be solid and firm, but if one was to

construct a much larger vessel, say with double the

surface of glass, one would have a vessel which would

hold four times the quantity of water, that is, four

cubic feet, and, consequently six ounces of air, as, by

our fourth supposition, the capacity grows in double

ratio of the surface. By constructing a vessel capable

of containing four feet of air and yet weighing less

than six ounces, on exhausting the six ounces of air

it would again be lighter than air, and the construc-

tion of this second vessel would certainly be twice as

easy as the construction of the first one. But inasmuch

as even this second vessel may not be easily made light

enough to weigh less than six ounces and yet contain

four cubic feet of air, let another yet larger one be con-

structed, which should have double the capacity of the

second one, that is, of eight cubic feet, and, con-

sequently, of 12 ounces of air, which should weigh less

than 12 ounces, and the construction of this third vessel

would be easier than that of the second one. In effect

one need only go on increasing the capacity of the

vessel, because that will always increase in greater pro-
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portion than its surface, that is, than the material of

-which it is made and its weight; so that one could

ultimately get it to such a size that, although it be

covered by a solid and relatively heavy material, yet the

weight of the air contained therein will be more than

that of the material forming the surface of the above

vessel, because, as I have ah-eady shown, the capacity

or size increases in double ratio to its surface.

Let us consider of what predetermined size it is

possible to construct a vessel of copper beaten out thin,

but not so thin as to be difficult to work, and let us

suppose that the thinness of the copper be such that a

sheet of the width and length of a foot weighs three

ounces, which is not a difficult matter to do.* Let us,

therefore, with this copper drawn out to such a thin-

ness, make a round vessel the size or diameter of which

is 14 feet. I contend that this vessel will weigh less

than the air contained therein. If the latter be ex-

hausted, the vessel, being lighter than its equivalent

volume of air, will necessarily rise of itself and float in

the air. To demonstrate this I will make use of the

infallible rule of Archimedes for measuring a sphere.

He lays down as a fact that the ratio of the diameter to

the circumference of a circle is as 7 to 22 or rather less,

so that if the diameter be seven feet the circumference

or perimeter is 22 feet, so that in making our vessel of

14 feet diameter the circumference will be 44 feet, be-

cause as 7 feet is to 22 feet, so is 14 feet to 44 feet.

To find out how many square feet there are in the

* The actual thickness of the copper-sheeting is given in the
" Magisterium " as that of " nummi argentei majoris, seu scuti, vulgo
duatone," that is, 2 to 3 millimetres.

—

Eds.
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whole superficial area of the round vessel he tells us

that its diameter should be multiplied by the circum-

ference; multiplying, therefore, 14 by 44 we obtain the

superficial area, which will be 616 square feet of copper

sheet, each of which, as I have said, weighs three

ounces, so that, multiplying 616 by 3, we get 1,848

ounces, which will be the weight of all the copper re-

quired to construct this ball, that is, 154 pounds.

Let us see now if the air contained in this vessel

weighs more than 154 pounds, because, if so, if we

exhaust the air, we leave the vessel lighter than air,

and as much as it is the lighter so much more weight

will it be able to carry and lift up into the air. To find

the weight of the air contained therein we must find

out how many cubic feet it contains, each of which, as

has been shown, weighs an ounce and a half. To do

this Archimedes again shows us that it is necessary to

multiply half the diameter, in this case seven feet, by

the third part of the circumference, which is 205^, which

done, we obtain the capacity of the vessel, which is

1,437J, and as every cubic foot of air weighs one-and-a-

half ounces the weight of the whole air contained in the

vessel will be 2,155! ounces, equal to 179 pounds

7f ounces. Having shown, as I intended, that the

copper covering the vessel weighs only 154 pounds,

which makes the vessel lighter than the air by 25

pounds 7f ounces, it is evident that on exhausting the

air from it, not only will it ascend, but it will also be

enabled to lift a weight of 25 pounds 7I ounces.

But so that it may be enabled to raise heavier weights

and to lift men in the air, let us take double the quantity

of copper, 1,232 square feet, equal to 308 pounds of
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copper; with this double quantity of copper we could

construct a vessel of not only double the capacity, but

of four times the capacity of the first, for the reason

shown by my fourth supposition. Consequently, the

air contained in such a vessel will be 718 pounds 4f

ounces, so that if the air be drawn out of the vessel it

will be 410 pounds 4f ounces lighter than the same

volume of air, and, consequently, will be enabled to lift

three men, or at least two, should they weigh more

than eight pesi* each.

It is thus manifest that the larger the ball or vessel

is made, the thicker and more solid can the sheets of

copper be made, because although the weight will in-

crease, the capacit)' of the vessel will increase to a

greater extent and with it the weight of the air therein,

so that it will always be able to lift a heavier weight.

From this it can be easily seen how it is possible to

construct a machine which, fashioned like unto a ship,

will float on the air (see Plate, Fig. 4). Let us build

four globes, each of which is capable of lifting two or

three men as described above, and is exhausted of air in

the manner set out above (the globes are shown in Fig.

4 and marked A.B.C.D.). These are connected together

by four ties as shown in the figure. Then construct a

wooden car EF fashioned like a boat, with its masts

and sails and oars, and with four ropes of equal length;

attach the four spheres after having exhausted the air

therein, but keeping the vessel anchored to the earth so

that it should not get away and fly off before the men
have entered in the car; then release the cords gradually

I peso =: about 27 lbs.

—

Eds.
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and all together, so that the ship may lift itself up with

the car, carrying with it many men, more or less, ac-

cording to the lifting power. The passengers may use

the sails and oars to travel with great speed to any

place at will, even over the highest mountains.

But whilst I write down these matters I smile unto

myself, realising that seemingly it sounds like unto a

fable no less strange or incredible than those mad fan-

tasies that issued from the fertile brain of Lucian. Yet,

on the other side, I clearly discern that I have not erred

in any of my proofs, especially as I have conferred on

these matters with many sage and well-instructed per-

sons who have not been able to find any errors in my
discourses, having only expressed a desire to have a

visible proof by one of these spheres which would, of

itself, ascend in the air. Which thing I would willingly

have done before publishing these my inventions, had

not my vows of poverty prevented my expending loo

ducats, which sum at least would be required to satisfy

so laudable a curiosity. Therefore I pray those readers

of my book who may be curious to try my experiments,

to acquaint me if they succeed, or if any errors com-

mitted in construction should prevent a successful issue,

as no doubt I could show them how to correct any such

errors. To encourage everyone to proceed on to the

proof I will here smooth away some of the difficulties

that may ordinarily present themselves in the practical

working out of my invention.

Firstly : It may be found difficult to exhaust the

sphere in the manner already described, which requires

the globe A to be reversed so that the tube B C is under-

neath, which certainly could not be done without great
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difficulty except with the aid of machinery, owing to

the great size and weight of the vessel, being full of

water. But this can be done in such a manner as not

to require the vessel to be moved (Fig. 5), by placing it

at a height of at least 47 palmi and connecting to its

neck on the underside the tube of 47 palmi in length,

which should be closed at its lower end C; then fill with

water the vessel A and the whole of the tube by means

of another opening D on the top; when full close the

opening D with a screw or a tap; if then it is wished to

empty the same, it is only necessary to open the lower

end C of the tube immersed in water so the water can

come out, but without allowing the air to enter. When
emptied close the tap at the neck of the vessel and re-

move the tube, so we have a vessel which, even though

it be not entirely exhausted of air, which point we will

not here argue, will, at any rate, now weigh less by so

many times an ounce and a half as there were cubic

feet of water contained therein, which is sufficient for

my purpose and has already been proven by experiment,

as stated above. It is only necessary to use great care

to ensure that the taps closing the vessel be made to

fit very exactly, so that no air can enter through them.

Secondly : Difficulties may be experienced owing to

the thinness of the vessel, because the great pressure of

the outer air trying to force its way in to prevent there

being a vacuum or, at any rate, an extreme rarefaction,

would compress the vessel, and if not break it, at least

flatten it.

To this, I reply, that it might so occur if the vessel

were not round, but being spherical the outer air could

only compress it equally on all sides, so that it would
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rather strengthen it than break it, which has been

shown by experiments with glass vessels, which, even

if made of thick, strong glass, break into a thousand

pieces unless round in shape, whereas round vessels of

glass, although very thin, do not break; nor is it

necessary that they should be perfectly round, but it

suffices if they do not depart very much from a true

sphere.

Thirdly : In constructing the copper globes they could

be built up from two halves and then connected by the

usual process of soldering, or even built up of many

parts and connected in the same way, in doing which

there is not much difficulty.

Fourthly : Some difficulty may be experienced as to

the height to which the vessel may ascend, because if

it were to ascend above the air, which is commonly

reckoned to have a height of fifty miles more or less,*

as we shall see further on, it would follow that men

would not be able to breathe.

To which I would reply that the higher one ascends

in the air so the more rarefied and lighter it is; there-

fore there will be a certain height which the vessel may
reach, but beyond which it will not be able to rise,

because the air above will be lighter and unable to

sustain it, so that it will stop at a point where the

density of air will be so light as to equal the weight of

the whole machine and the persons thereon. In order

* As the density of the air diminishes constantly with the altitude, it

is impossible to speak of a defined "boundary" of the atmosphere.
According to the latest researches, the atmosphere proper extends to

45 miles, or 240,000 ft. vertically, but traces of air are certainly present
at a height of 200 miles and over. It may further be remarked that at
the altitude of 45 miles the density of the air is isjcsth of that at
sea-level.

—

Eds.
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that it should not ascend too high, it will be well to add
a greater or smaller weight, according to the height it

is required to rise, but if even then it should continue to

rise too high, that could easily be remedied by opening

the taps, thus allowing a certain amount of air to

enter the spheres so that, losing some of their lightness,

they will descend and with them the ship; and if, on the

contrary, it will not ascend as high as required, it could

be made to rise by lightening it of any weight it was

carrying. Similarly, wishing to descend to earth, it

will only be necessary to open the taps so that the air

entering slowly may cause the globes to lose their light-

ness and gradually descend until they bring the ship to

earth.

Fifthly : Some may object that the ship could not be

propelled by oars, seeing that they propel a ship through

the water from the fact that the water offers resistance

to the oars, whereas the air does not offer such a

resistance.

To this I rejoin that, although air does not resist the

thrust of the oars to such an extent as water, being

lighter and more subtle, yet it offers an appreciable re-

sistance and'such as is sufficient to propel the ship; for

the resistance of the air to the oars is exactly in the

same proportion as its resistance to the motion of the

ship, so that, although it offers little resistance to the

oars, it will enable the ship to travel easily, also it will

be rarely necessary to use the oars, as once up in the

air there will be always a wind which, even if very

feeble, will be sufficient to move it along with great

speed; and if it were contrary to our intended course,

1 will give instructions elsewhere how to place the mast

c
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of the ship in such a manner as to enable it to travel by

any wind, not only in the air, but also on the water.

Sixthly : Much greater is the difficulty of preventing

the ship from being driven at too great a speed by a

strong wind, whereby it runs the risk of hurling itself

against the mountains, which are the rocks of the aerial

oceans, and be wrecked or upset, but, as to the latter

possibility, I contend it would be very difficult for the

wind to upset the whole weight of the machine with

many men standing on it. They would always counter-

balance the lightness of the globes, so that the latter

would always remain above the ship, neither could ever

the ship be driven above them, nor could the ship fall to

the ground if no air be allowed to enter the globes, nor

can there be any peril of falling overboard and being

drowned as at sea, as holding on to the ropes or to the

woodwork the men would be secure. As to the first

objection I confess that our aerial ship might run great

perils, but not more than the ships on the seas are liable,

because, as in their case, so could we be furnished with

anchors, which would easily grapple to the trees. Be-

sides, although our aerial ocean has no shores, it has

this advantage; that there is no necessity for ports of

refuge for the airships, they being able every time they

are in danger to descend from the high air and land on

the ground.

Other difficulties I do not foresee that could prevail

against this invention, save one only, which to me seems

the greatest of them all, and that is that God would

never surely allow such a machine to be successful,

since it would create many disturbances in the civil and

political governments of mankind.
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Where is the man who can fail to see that no city

would be proof against surprise, as the ship could at

any time be steered over its squares, or even over the

courtyards of dwelling-houses, and brought to earth for

the landing of its crew ? And in the case of ships that

sail the seas, by allowing the aerial ship to descend

from the high air to the level of their sails, their cordage

could be cut; or even without descending so low iron

weights could be hurled to wreck the ships and kill

their crews, or they could be set on fire by fireballs and

bombs; not ships alone, but houses, fortresses, and

cities could be thus destroyed, with the certainty that

the airship could come to no harm as the missiles could

be hurled from a vast height.
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